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GOUDEY AUTOGRAPHS
Regular

.

GOODWIN AUTOGRAPHS
Regular 

The 100-card Goodwin base set features 
a contemporary design and an eclectic 
mix of rookies, superstar athletes and 

entertainment personalities from 
around the world. Look for hard-signed

autographs and rare variants!

Introducing the 2023 Goodwin 
Champions® Exquisite Collection™! 

This set features an impressive array of 
rookies, vets and legends. Collectors can 
find autograph and memorabilia cards, 
including the Rookie Auto Patch Gold 

Spectrum Parallel!

EXQUISITE COLLECTION AUTOGRAPHS
Regular

The iconic Goudey insert set returns 
including regular autographs and the 

ultra-rare Goudey Sport Royalty 
Autographs!



PLATINUM VARIANTS
Splash of Color Green Rainbow Parallel

YOUNG GUNS®
Regular

DIAMOND RELIC VETERANS
Double Diamond Regular

Collectors can find Platinum Variants of  
the Base Set and the Splash of Color 

insert set! Each variant card is printed 
using chromium technology. With 

numerous parallels from color shifts to 
patterned low #’d variations, these 

cards will surely standout from the rest!

One of Upper Deck’s most anticipated
rookie cards of the year will appear in

Goodwin Champions® for the first time! 
In addition, collect the highly sought-
after Exclusives (#’d to 100), High 

Gloss (#’d to 10), and Clear Cut
parallels.

Collect coveted Diamond Relic Veteran 
& Rookie cards! Each card in this set 

boasts one to four diamond relics. The 
more accomplished the player or 

personality, the more diamond relics the 
card will feature. Additionally, every card 
in the set is #’d to 99 or less including the 

highly-sought after Black 1-of-1’s! 
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UD GAME JERSEY
Autograph Parallel

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK SPACE
Manufactured Patch Tier 5

A unique insert set inspired by the classic 1997-98 
Upper Deck Basketball Game Jersey design. The 

checklist is highlighted by some of the top athletes 
on the planet! Be on the look-out for the highly 

sought-after Michael Jordan Game Jersey card 
featuring event worn memorabilia from the 1994 

Charity All-Star Game. Also, keep an eye out for 
rare Game Jersey Autograph cards!

This is a five-tiered collection of 
embroidered glow-in-the dark 

manufactured patch cards 
commemorating space constellations and 
some of the coolest objects in the galaxy!  

Their beauty, artistry and rarity will make 
this unique 100-card set a welcome 

addition to your collection. 

CONFIGURATION

5 Cards per Pack
18 Packs per Box

BOX BREAK
(on average)

At least 2
Hits per box from autograph, 

memorabilia, manufactured patch, 
lenticular, relic or other special 

inserts!

6
Base Set and/or Splash of Color 

Platinum Variant cards

6
Upper Deck and/or Upper Deck 

Young Guns®

4
Splash of Color SPs
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